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• Sustainability is a complex challenge for businesses due to 
and 

• Opportunities for addressing environmental and social 
issues whilst building a thriving business 

• The research aims to give decision-makers the 
and make better 

decisions
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• Portfolio of products with a global network

• LCA to target best action among their supply 
chain

• 56,000 supplier involved in 2020

• “Total-care” business model

• Power-by-the-hour charge 

• In 2017, 52% of their revenue was generated 
by the service



1. of literature  
fields according to Grounded 
Theory 

1. How businesses use Business Model frameworks to make decisions? 

2. How can we use this learning to have more sustainable companies?

• Business Model Innovation
• Corporate Sustainability

• Life Cycle Thinking for business 
decision making

• Economics and Value Theories

2. Building a from 
the theory 

• for 
and 

resulting from the 
thematic analysis

•

3. Application of the learning 
to the  industry with 

3 Innovation 
projects in the 
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a. Business Model frameworks are still necessary. The BM has been 
applied successfully in the past and still has its own validity as a tool 
for companies to decide on how make a product or a service 
profitable, thus continuing to operate.

b. A different concept that assess at the Life cycle of products as part of 
the broader system is needed. Business should consider as central 
element the product Life Cycle and how this interacts and affects the 
broader external system market-environment-society

c. Such a framework should highlight the Shared Value Creation process 
for corporate sustainability
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a simplified description of real business processes surrounding and supporting specific
product or service.

processes in a socio-technical and socio-ecological system, involving
material flows and stocks, and monetary and ethical values with different special and temporal dimensions.

clarify the nature of the
ecosystem where the product's business activities
take place.

explicit the presence 
of problematic decisions and contrary indicators. 

describe the way the product delivers value
for the external system to justify investments.

support businesses in identifying
and creating shared value. The shared value is
defined as the ability to satisfy societal and
environmental needs in a long-term perspective.

must aim to drive a
sustainable vision of society.

measure or assess the
impact and benefit pathways generated by the
product life-cycle as part of the broader external
system
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Case study application - Smart monitoring system for building’s 
energy efficiency - Baseline 

Activities done: Workshop 
with academic and 
industrial experts 
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Case study application - Smart monitoring system for building’s 
energy efficiency – Option A 
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Activities done: Workshop 
with academic and 
industrial experts 



• Working with 
stakeholder and 
experts 
(workshops, 
interviews, i.e.)

• Quantitative 
externalities 
(LCA, LCC, S-
LCA)

• Qualitative 
(MCDA survey)

• Hierarchical 
Bayesian 
Neural-Network 
(H-BNN)

• Decision 
Support tool for 
decision 
makers
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A Value definition for sustainable 
firms as Needs satisfier

Neoclassical economics - Bottom-upClassical economics - Top-down

“The fundamental purpose of any economy or policy is to generate condition to allow 
access to the satisfiers in order that people can satisfy the fundamental human needs.”

Extreme: 
Dictatorship 
economy

Extreme: 
Capitalist 
economy
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